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Abstract. Online scheduling in identical machines with makespan min-
imization has been a well studied research problem in the literature. In
this problem, the scheduler receives a list of jobs one by one and assigns
each incoming job on the fly irrevocably to one of the machines before
the arrival of the next job. In this paper, we study a variant of the online
scheduling problem, where jobs are requested on the fly from k distinct
sources. On simultaneous arrival of jobs from multiple sources, it is a non-
trivial research challenge to ensure fairness in scheduling with respect to
distinct sources, while optimizing the overall makespan of the schedule.
We develop a novel Multi Lists Scheduling Model(MLS) and propose a 2-
competitive deterministic online algorithm namely Largest Job on Least
Loaded Machine(LJLLM) based on the MLS model to address the above
mentioned research challenge.
Keywords: Competitive Analysis · Identical Machines · Multi Lists ·
Makespan · Online Scheduling · Parallel Submissions.
1 Introduction
Design of algorithms with unavailability of complete information is a challenging
research area in various domains of Computer Science. In most of the practical
applications, we have to design algorithms in which inputs are available in an
incremental fashion and decisions are made without knowledge of future inputs
[1]. The algorithms designed for such applications are popularly known as on-
line algorithms [2, 3]. However, in traditional offline algorithms, the whole set
of inputs are available for processing by the algorithm at the outset.
Practical Motivation. In this paper, we consider the online non-preemptive
scheduling of n independent jobs on m-identical parallel machines, where m ≥ 2
and n >>> m. We consider a realistic scenario, where jobs are submitted in
parallel from k distinct sources incrementally one by one such that each source
can submit at most one job at a particular time step. The sources may be the
users of multiprocessing systems, vendors ordering for products to a production
company, links submitting packets to a central router or clients requesting for
services to the cloud servers [4]. Here, the scheduler is constrained to schedule
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a batch of k incoming jobs, one from each source at each time step irrevocably
before the arrival of the next batch with an objective to minimize the completion
time of the job schedule i.e. makespan.
Research Question. On simultaneous arrival of jobs from multiple sources,
the scheduler must ensure fairness in scheduling decision making with respect
to distinct sources. Generally, in an interactive multiprocessing environment, it
is desirable to share the machines not only based on the jobs but also based on
the distinct sources of job requests [5]. Therefore, we pose the following non-
trivial research question and attempt to address the solution.
Can we design a model and efficient constant competitive online scheduling al-
gorithm that explicitly schedules the simultaneous arrival of jobs from distinct
sources with an objective to minimize the makespan and ensures fairness in
scheduling?
According to our knowledge, there is no study in the literature regarding explicit
ordering of the jobs with respect to distinct sources and scheduling of simultane-
ously arriving jobs. To address the above research question, we propose the Multi
Lists Scheduling(MLS) model, where we consider multiple parallel lists, one for
each source of job requests. The objective is to provide simultaneous arrival of
jobs to the scheduler at each time step so as to ensure fairness in scheduling with
respect to distinct sources. We formally present the MLS model as follows.
1.1 Multi Lists Scheduling Model
For simplicity and basic understanding of the readers, we present the MLS model
for online scheduling of n jobs with two lists and two machines as shown in Figure
1. Let M1, M2 be two identical machines and L1, L2 be two sub-lists represent-
ing two sources of incoming jobs with n1, n2 number of jobs respectively, where
L1 :< J
1
1 , J
1
2 , ..., J
1
n1 > and L2 :< J
2
1 , J
2
2 , ..., J
2
n2 >. The jobs from both lists L1
and L2 arrive one by one in parallel at time t = 0. An online scheduler receives
at most two jobs(one each from L1 and L2) at any time step t and irrevoca-
bly schedules the jobs before the arrival of the next batch of jobs at time step
t1=t + , where  is a positive constant. The outcome of the scheduling is the
earliest time by which all jobs complete their processing, otherwise known as
makespan.
We now define the MLS model by extending the concept of 2 machines and
2 lists to m machines and k lists as follows. Let us consider a list L of n in-
dependent jobs is partitioned into k sub-lists(each sub-list is denoted by Lr)
representing k distinct sources, where L =
⋃k
r=1 Lr, and Lx ∩ Ly=φ, where
x 6= y and 1 ≤ (x, y) ≤ k. We have |Lr| = nr, 1 ≤ r ≤ k and
∑k
r=1 nr = n. We
are given m-identical machines, where 2 ≤ m << n. The jobs arrive one by one
simultaneously from all sub-lists Lr, where 1 ≤ r ≤ k. So, at any time step ti,
exactly r jobs are submitted by r sub-lists to the scheduler and are irrevocably
scheduled on the machines prior to the submissions of next r jobs at time step
ti+1=ti+. The processing time of a job is known only upon its arrival. Schedul-
ing decision is irrevocable with no preemption of jobs. The goal is to obtain a
minimum makespan.
Fig. 1. MLS model with two Lists and two Machines
1.2 Research Motivation
It has been proved that the m-machine scheduling problem is NP-Complete for
m ≥ 2 [6]. Finding the optimum schedule for m = 2 is equivalent to the well-
known partition problem, where a weighted set is to be partitioned in to two
sets such that both sets have equal weights [15]. In case of our MLS model, at
most n1 ∗ n2 ∗ .... ∗ nk−1 ∗ nk distinct job pairs can be available to the sched-
uler in (n1 ∗ n2.... ∗ nk−1 ∗ nk)! different ways. As a whole, we can schedule n
jobs on m machines in mn possible ways. In worst case, the probability of get-
ting an optimum solution is 1mn . Further, if the input jobs are available online
from multiple sources, then it is challenging to design efficient online algorithms
which could ensure fairness based on scheduling decision making with respect
to distinct sources. The performance of such algorithms is evaluated generally
by Competitive analysis method with Competitive Ratio(CR) [7]. CR is the
ratio between the objective values obtained by an online algorithm ONL and the
optimum offline algorithm OPT. Let COPT (I) and CONL(I) are the objective
values incurred by OPT and ONL respectively in processing a sequence of in-
puts I :< i1, i2, .....in >. Algorithm ONL is c-competitive for the smallest c and
a positive constant b, iff CONL(I) ≤ c ·COPT (I) + b, for all legal sequences of I,
where b, c ≥ 1. Here c is referred to as competitive ratio. A non-trivial challenge
is to obtain a CR bounded by a constant and closer to 1.
1.3 Our Contributions
We propose MLS model to theoretically analyze the online scheduling of jobs
submitted in parallel from k distinct sources. The MLS model inherently en-
sures fairness in scheduling by considering at each time step at most one job
from each source of job request prior to make a scheduling decision. We pro-
pose a deterministic online algorithm, known as Largest Job on Least Loaded
Machine(LJLLM) based on the MLS model for m-machines online scheduling
of n independent jobs submitted from k distinct sources. At any time step, al-
gorithm LJLLM receives r jobs, where 1 ≤ r ≤ k and assigns jobs one by one
in non-increasing order of their processing times to the machine with minimum
load after each assignment of a job. Here, every time a decision is made by con-
sidering r distinct sources of job requests to ensure fairness in scheduling. The
objective is to balance total load among m-machines so that the maximum load
incurred on any of the machines would be minimized. We show that algorithm
LJLLM achieves an upper bound of 2 on the competitive ratio for m > 2.
2 Background and Preliminaries
In this section, we present the basic terminologies and notations related to our
work as follows.
2.1 Basic Terminologies and Notations
Let Jri be the i
th job from the rth sub-list(Lr), where 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤
i ≤ n − k + 1. We have at least one job and at most n − k + 1 jobs in a
sub-list. A sub-list can have n − k + 1 jobs if and only if rest k − 1 lists have
exactly one job each. Let pri be the processing time of job J
r
i . We use the terms
processing time and size of a job in the same sense. The sub-lists of jobs with their
processing times are presented as follows: L1 =< J
1
1/p
1
1, J
1
2/p
1
2, .....J
1
n1/p
1
n1 >
and Lk =< J
k
1 /p
k
1 , J
k
2 /p
k
2 , .....J
k
nk
/pknk >, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let Mj be the jth
machine, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m. The machines are identical with respect to their
speeds, i.e. pri of any J
r
i is same for all Mj . Let lj be the load of any Mj , which
is the total processing time of the jobs assigned to Mj i.e. lj =
∑
r
∑
i (p
r
i ).
The largest load incurred on any Mj after the completion of the job schedule is
known as makespan (Cmax) and considered as the latest completion time among
all Jri . We have Cmax = max{lj |1 ≤ j ≤ m}. Idle time is the duration of time
in which a machine Mj does not process any J
r
i and is presented as ϕ in the
timing diagram of a schedule. ϕj denotes the idle time of Mj and the total idle
time incurred by all Mj can be:
∑m
j=1 (ϕj).
2.2 Overview of Related Work
Online scheduling problem has been well studied in the literature with multitude
of variants [1, 8]. However, the multi user and interactive parallel systems gen-
erally support concurrent processing of multiple jobs which are requested from
different users. Here, the primary objective is to ensure fair sharing of resources
among the jobs based on the distinct users with maximization of throughput of
the system [5]. In general, fairness in scheduling means quick response to each
request and user satisfaction. Fair share scheduling has been studied in various
offline settings (for a comprehensive review please see [9]).
We now present a brief overview of related work on online scheduling and impor-
tant known results as follows. Online m-machine scheduling problem has received
significant research interest since the pioneering work of Graham in [10]. Graham
introduced the famous List Scheduling(LS) model for online scheduling. Here,
jobs arrive online from a list in order and the objective is to obtain minimum
time of completion for all jobs. He proposed the 2-competitive List Scheduling
algorithm(LSA). However, he did not consider specifically the sources of job
requests and schedules an available job to the machine that has currently the
minimum load. In [11], Graham considered the offline setting of LS model, where
a sequence of jobs are ordered in a list in non-increasing sizes. For this setting,
he proposed the algorithm Largest Processing Time(LPT), which follows the or-
der of the list to schedule jobs on the free machines. He proved a worst case
performance ratio of 1.33− 13m for algorithm LPT. There after, many improved
online algorithms [12-20] have been proposed for the online m-machines schedul-
ing problem to minimize the makespan. For this problem, we have the best upper
bound of 1.9201 on the competitive ratio due to Fleischer and Wahl [18]. The
current best lower bound on the competitive ratio of 1.88 is due to Rudin III
[19].
Recently, resource augmentation policies have gained significant attention to im-
prove the performance of online scheduling algorithms. Here, an online algorithm
is given with some Extra Piece of Information(EPI) on input jobs or power in
terms of additional space while processing a sequence of job requests. One of the
most considered EPI in the literature [21-23] for obtaining improved competitive
online scheduling algorithm is the ”arrival order of the jobs”. The best competi-
tive ratio of 1.25 for scheduling of jobs arriving online in decreasing order of their
sizes is due to Cheng et al. [22]. Many authors [24-28] have considered a buffer of
certain length k for keeping k incoming jobs before making a scheduling decision.
Lan et al. [27] obtained the best competitive ratio of 1.5 with a buffer of size
1.5m for any m ≥ 2. Albers and Hellwig [29] proposed an (1.33 + )-competitive
algorithm, where 0 <  ≤ 1. They considered extra space for the algorithm to
maintain parallel schedules while processing a job sequence and finally choose
the best schedule.
To the best of our knowledge, there is less attention and limited work in the cur-
rent literature [30] for online scheduling in the context of parallel submissions
with fairness as an objective.
3 Our Proposed Online Algorithm LJLLM
We present the pseudocode of algorithm LJLLM for m-machines(m ≥ 2), n
jobs and k = 2 in Algorithm 1. Algorithm LJLLM can further be extended for
k > 2. Now, algorithm LJLLM assigns the largest Jri , where 1 ≤ r ≤ k and
1 ≤ i ≤ n − k + 1 among the available jobs to the least loaded machine M1.
Then the load of each machine is updated so that the second largest Jri can be
assigned to M1 of newly indexed machines and this continues iteratively till all
r jobs get scheduled in one slot. Similarly, algorithm LJLLM takes at least 1
slot and at most n slots to schedule n jobs.
Significance of MLS model with Algorithm LJLLM. To address the limi-
tation of fair sharing of jobs with respect to distinct sources in the LS model with
algorithm LSA as shown in Figure 2(a), we present algorithm LJLLM using MLS
model through an illustration as shown in Figure 2(b). In Figure 2, a special case
is illustrated for both LS and MLS models. A large number of jobs from a single
source are available upfront in the list in LS model. However, this case can be
Algorithm 1 LJLLM
1: Initially, i=1, l1 = l2 = .............lm = 0
2: MIN()
3: BEGIN
4: lmin = min{lj |j = 1, 2, ....m− 1,m}
5: Select any Mj for which lj = lmin
6: Index Mj as M1.
7: RETURN M1
8: END
9: WHILE new jobs (J1i AND J
2
i ) arrives DO
10: BEGIN
11: CALL MIN()
12: IF (p1i ≥ p2i ) DO
13: Assign J1i to M1
14: UPDATE l1 = l1 + p
1
i
15: CALL MIN()
16: Assign J2i to M1.
17: UPDATE l1 = l1 + p
2
i
18: i = i + 1
19: END IF
20: ELSE DO
21: Assign J2i to M1
22: UPDATE l1 = l1 + p
2
i
23: CALL MIN()
24: Assign J1i to M1.
25: UPDATE l1 = l1 + p
1
i
26: i = i + 1
27: END ELSE
28: END WHILE
29: WHILE new job (J1i OR J
2
i ) arrives DO
30: BEGIN
31: CALL MIN()
32: Assign J1i to M1 OR J
2
i to M1.
33: UPDATE l1 = l1 + p
1
i OR l1 = l1 + p
2
i
34: i = i + 1
35: END WHILE
36: Return lj = max{lj |j = 1, 2, ......m}
avoided by MLS model. Let us consider m = 2, n = 6, n1 = 3, n2 = 3, arrival se-
Fig. 2. (a) Online List Scheduling (b)Online Multi Lists Scheduling
quence of jobs for LS model L :< J11/1, J
1
2/1, J
1
3/1, J
2
1/2, J
2
2/2, J
2
3/2 >, L is par-
titioned into two lists for MLS model as follows: L1 :< J
1
1/1, J
1
2/1, J
1
3/1 > and
L2 :< J
2
1/2, J
2
2/2, J
2
3/2 >. Let us consider, two jobs are available simultaneously,
one from each list, in the order σ :< (J11/1, J
2
1/2), (J
1
2/1, J
2
2/2), (J
1
3/1, J
2
3/2) >.
4 Our Results on Competitive Analysis of Algorithm
LJLLM
Theorem 1. Algorithm LJLLM is 2-competitive, where m > 2 and 1 ≤ k < n.
Proof: Let us consider a list L = {J11 , J12 ........Jkn} of n jobs that are partitioned
into k parallel lists such that the number of jobs nr in any k is 1 ≤ nr ≤ (n−k+1)
and
∑k
r=1 (nr) = n. The total load incurred by n jobs is
∑k
r=1
∑
i=1(p
r
i ). W.l.o.g,
for simplicity in analysis we consider Jri as Ji and p
r
i as pi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Therefore, We have ∑k
r=1
∑
i=1 p
r
i=
∑n
i=1 pi (1)
Let Jb be the largest job with size pb, where, pb = max1≤i≤n pi. Let the op-
timal makespan obtained by OPT for L be COPT (L) and makespan incurred by
algorithm LJLLM be CLJLLM (L).
We now provide the computation of OPT: Let us consider the following gen-
eral bounds [1] for computation of OPT
COPT (L) ≥ 1m
∑n
i=1 (pi). (2)
The following inequality is obvious.
COPT (L) ≥ pb. (3)
Further, we prove this theorem by considering different cases which are pre-
sented in lemma 1.1 and 1.2 as follows.
Lemma 1.1. LJLLM is (2− 1m)-competitive, where each list Lr has nr number
of jobs, where 1 ≤ nr ≤ (n− k + 1).
Proof: A machine Mj becomes idle, when it completes the execution of all jobs
assigned to it and there is no unscheduled job left for its processing. Therefore
the following inequality holds.∑m
j=1 (ϕj) ≤ (m−1)pb (4)
Makespan obtained by algorithm LJLLM for k sequences of total n jobs is
equivalent to the largest load incurred on any of the machines. Therefore, we
have CLJLLM (L) ≤ max1≤j≤m (lj) this implies
CLJLLM (L) ≤ 1m (
∑n
i=1 pi +
∑m
j=1 ϕj)
By (2) and (4), we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ COPT (L) + 1m (m− 1)pb
By (3), we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ COPT (L) + 1m (m− 1)COPT (L)
CLJLLM (L) ≤ (2− 1m )COPT (L) 
Lemma 1.2. LJLLM is (2− 1m)-competitive for k parallel lists each with equal
number of jobs.
Proof: Let’s consider that each list Lr, 1 ≤ r ≤ k, has (nk ) jobs respectively.
W.l.o.g, we assume that at the time of arrival of last k jobs, (n − k) jobs have
already been scheduled. At this time, let l1 = min{lj |1 ≤ j ≤ m}, then we have
the following inequality
l1 ≤ 1m
∑n−k
i=1 (pi) (5)
Case 1 {k ≤ m}:
Let Jx, where (n − k + 1) ≤ x ≤ n has processing time of px such that
px = max{pi|(n− k + 1) ≤ i ≤ n} and if px = pb. Then, by (5) we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ [ 1m
∑n−k
i=1 (pi)]+px (6)
By the equal load sharing nature of OPT and if px = pb, further (6) can be:
CLJLLM (L) ≤ COPT (L)− pbm + pb ≤ COPT (L)− COPT (L)m + COPT (L)
CLJLLM (L) ≤ (2− 1m )COPT (L)
Case 2 {k > m}:
Case 2.1. {px ≥ 1m−1
∑n
i=n−k+2(pi)}:
By (5) we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ [ 1m
∑n−k
i=1 pi] + px
Following the derivation of case 1. we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ (2− 1m ).COPT (L).
Case 2.2 {px < 1m−1
∑n
i=n−k+2 (pi)}:
Suppose, job Jt with processing time of pt completes at time T and let we have
CLJLL(L) ≤ T . Let T − pt = t(Arrival time of Jt). Therefore, the following
inequality holds.
t ≤ 1m
∑n−k
i=1 (pi) +
1
m
∑n−1
i=n−k+1 (pi), further, we have
t+ pt ≤ 1m
∑n−1
i=1 (pi) + pt
Now, if pt = pb, then we have
t+ pb ≤ 1m
∑n−1
i+1 (pi) + pb
CLJLLM (L) ≤ 1m
∑n−1
i=1 (pi) + pb ≤ 1m [
∑n−1
i=1 (pi) + pb] + (
m−1
m )pb
By (2) and (3), we have
CLJLLM (L) ≤ COPT (L) + (m−1m )COPT (L)
CLJLLM (L) ≤ (2− 1m )COPT (L)
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 can obtain the following inequality for m→∞
CLJLLM (L) ≤ 2.COPT (L) 
Corollary 1.3. Algorithm LJLLM is 2-competitive, where all jobs are of unit
size.
Lemma 1.4. LJLLM is 1.33-competitive, where k = n.
Proof: Let’s denote pri , where 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k + 1 as pi, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let’s update the indices of the jobs as 1, 2, ...n and organize the jobs
in a list L such that p1 ≥ p2 ≥ .... ≥ pn. Then, LJLLM schedules the jobs one
by one in the following order σ :< J1, J2, ....Jn−1, Jn > on the machine which
has minimum load after the assignment of each job. Let the costs obtained by
LJLLM and OPT be CLJLLM (L) and COPT (L) respectively. From Theorem. 2
of Graham [11], we have:
CLJLLM (L) ≤ ( 43− 13m )COPT (L). (7)
For m→∞, (7) can be
CLJLLM (L) ≤ (1.33)COPT (L). 
Lemma 1.5. LJLLM is 1-competitive with MLS model, where m = 1 or n ≤ m.
Proof: It is quite obvious that for m=1, both OPT and LJLLM obtain makespan
COPT (L)=CLJLLM (L) ≥
∑k
r=1
∑
i (p
r
i ) (8)
Let pb=max{pri |1 ≤ r ≤ k and i ≥ 1}. If n ≤ m, then OPT and LJLLM
obtain makespan
COPT (L)=CLJLLM (L) ≥ pb (9)
From equations (8) and (9), it is clear that algorithm LJLLM is 1-competitive.

5 Conclusion and Future Scope
To address the challenging issue of handling incoming jobs from multiple sources
for online scheduling on identical machines, we introduced the MLS model. To
achieve fairness in scheduling, we proposed the deterministic online scheduling
algorithm LJLLM. We analyzed the performance of algorithm LJLLM by com-
petitive analysis method and obtained an upper bound of 2 on the competitive
ratio.
Future Scope. It is an open problem to define fairness as a formal quantita-
tive measure for the analysis of performance of online scheduling algorithms. We
believe that our study on MLS model would possibly open up a new research
direction in online scheduling for study of fairness as a performance measure.
Practitioners can also characterize the inputs of any real world applications on
the MLS model and can analyze the performance of algorithm LJLLM. In MLS
model, it will be interesting to compute the flow time for each job and to min-
imize the overall flow time for each sources of job requests and design efficient
new fair online scheduling algorithms.
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